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Sams Teach Yourself Perl in 24 Hours (3rd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2005
Even if you're new to Perl, Sams Teach Yourself Perl in 24 Hours teaches you everything you need to know to begin producing useful CGI programs quickly. This book provides you with a solid foundation in the basics of the Perl language, so you can easily move on to more advanced books and techniques. Special attention is paid to those features that...
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Getting Started with OpenCart Module DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Master your OpenCart modules and code!


	Overview

	
		Learn how to clone OpenCart modules
	
		Develop and customize modules, pages, order totals, payments, and shipping extensions in OpenCart
	
		Understand the Global Library methods used in OpenCart



	In Detail
...
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Node.js in PracticeManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Node.js in Practice is a collection of fully tested examples that offer solutions to the common and not-so-common issues you face when you roll out Node. You'll dig into important topics like the ins and outs of event-based programming, how and why to use closures, how to structure applications...
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Pro Express.js: Master Express.js: The Node.js Framework For Your Web DevelopmentApress, 2014

	Pro Express.js is for the reader who wants to quickly get up-to-speed with Express.js, the flexible Node.js framework. Author Azat Mardan clearly explains how to start developing with Express.js with a basic 'Hello World', and then delves into a deep API reference, before looking at common and abstract development problems....
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Learning Einstein Analytics: Unlock critical insights with Salesforce  Einstein AnalyticsPackt Publishing, 2018

	Learn to confidently setup and create app, lenses, dashboards using Salesforce Einstein Analytics.


	Key Features

	
		Explore Einstein analytics on desktop as well as mobile platforms
	
		Turn data into smarter sales with Einstein Analytics for Sales
	
		Visualize your data with...
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Moving to Linux®: Kiss the Blue Screen of Death Goodbye! Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2005
Say Goodbye to Windows®-Related Crashes, Viruses, Hassles, and Costs!

Today, Linux is more powerful, useful, and practical than ever  before! Moving to Linux,  Second...
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Netduino Home Automation ProjectsPackt Publishing, 2013

	With this book you could have the home of tomorrow, literally tomorrow. Its totally practical approach is perfect for the hobbyist who wants to use Netduino to automate their home. Full of fun projects and clear instructions.


	Overview

	
		Automate your house using a Netduino and a bunch of common...
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Serverless Web Applications with React and Firebase: Develop real-time applications for web and mobile platformsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build rich and collaborative applications using client-side code with React, Redux, and Firebase

	
		Key Features

		
			A practical guide covering the full stack for web development with React 16 and Firebase
	
			Leverage the power of Firebase Cloud Storage, messaging, functions, OAuth,...
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Logic Programming with PrologSpringer, 2005
This book teaches the techniques of Logic Programming through the Prolog language. The name stands for Programming in Logic. Prolog has been used for a wide variety of applications, including as the basis for a standard ‘knowledge representation language’ for the Semantic Web – the next generation of internet technology; it is one...
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1337 h4x0r h4ndb00kSams Publishing, 2005
This is your ticket into the elusive underworld of the Internet, home to millions of elite computer hackers. 1337 h4x0r h4ndb00k will show you how to walk-the-walk and talk-the-talk of this exclusive community. Soon, you too will be able to go into a chat room and carry on conversations speaking the cryptic 1337...
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Hello, Android: Introducing Google's Mobile Development PlatformPragmatic Bookshelf, 2009
Android is a software toolkit for mobile phones, created by Google and the Open Handset Alliance. It's inside millions of cell phones and other mobile devices, making Android a major platform for application developers. That could be your own program running on all those devices.
 
 Getting started developing with Android is easy....
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D CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	For experienced programmers this book is a journey into D, the language that can dramatically improve your productivity and capabilities. Learning is engaging and straightforward, thanks to the ‘How to do it’/’How it works’ approach.


	Overview

	
		Leverage D to write efficient and...
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